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(57) ABSTRACT 
The invention relates to a telecommunication system com 
prising at least one switching center (1), a plurality of 
subscriber stations (2, 3) and a call diversion activator (7, 
8-11) for automatically activating a call diversion from a 
?rst subscriber station (2) to a second subscriber station (3) 
at prede?ned instants. 
To ensure a reliable activation and deactivation of a call 
diversion also for subscribers Who desire a call diversion in 
time periods ending at variable instants, there is proposed for 
the ?rst subscriber station (2) to comprise a signaling device 
(13) for signaling an activated call diversion to the second 
subscriber station (3) and a manually operable call diversion 
deactivator (7, 8-11). 
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TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM WITH CALL 
DIVERSION 

[0001] The invention relates to a telecommunication sys 
tem comprising at least one switching center, a plurality of 
subscriber stations and a call diversion activator for auto 
matically activating a call diversion from a ?rst subscriber 
station to a second subscriber station at prede?ned instants. 

[0002] Automatic call diversion is generally knoWn in 
telephone equipment. For diverting a call, a subscriber ?rst 
dials an activation code identifying an activation of a call 
diversion, and after that the call number of the subscriber 
station to Which calls are to be transferred. A call diversion 
is deactivated by dialling a deactivation code. 

[0003] DE-A 195 21 853 has disclosed to provide such call 
diversion in telephone equipment. There is furthermore 
proposed to provide an automatic activation and deactiva 
tion of a call diversion, so that a call diversion is activated 
in prede?nable time intervals. 

[0004] With Working subscribers Who carry out their Work 
only irregularly at their oWn of?ce, or appear for Work at 
their of?ce at irregular times in the morning, but neverthe 
less Wish to render a calling partner available to calling 
parties, for eXample, a colleague or a secretary, an automatic 
call diversion activator is useful because it avoids forgetting 
to activate the call diversion. HoWever, With such subscrib 
ers there may be assumed that the time intervals in Which a 
call diversion is to be activated are generally variable and 
cannot be de?ned beforehand. Especially these instants at 
Which a deactivation of the call diversion is to be effected 
vary With such subscribers and are not simply predictable. 

[0005] It is an object of the invention to modify the 
telecommunication system of the type de?ned in the opening 
paragraph in that a reliable activation and deactivation of a 
call diversion is also ensured for subscribers Who Wish to 
have a call diversion in periods varying so much. 

[0006] The object is achieved in that the ?rst subscriber 
station comprises a signaling device for signaling an acti 
vated call diversion to the second subscriber station, and a 
manually operable call diversion deactivator. 

[0007] A call diversion is automatically activated and Will 
preferably—for eXample, for employees—take place on 
each Working day at such an early time that When the 
subscriber using the ?rst subscriber station is absent from an 
intended prede?nable time of day on, a call diversion to 
another person Who is present is activated, so that it is 
ensured that another subscriber calling the ?rst subscriber 
station is connected to a suitable discussion partner. When 
the user of the ?rst subscriber station arrives at the of?ce, he 
is informed of the activated call diversion and can deactivate 
same by manually operating the call diversion deactivator. 
But he may also decide to maintain the call diversion and 
deactivate this call diversion not at all, or only at a later 
instant. In this respect, the telecommunication system offers 
a high ?exibility. More particularly, telecommunication sys 
tems and private branch eXchanges may be regarded as 
sWitching centers. But the invention is also applicable to a 
call diversion via a public telephone netWork. 

[0008] In one embodiment, the signaling device is pro 
vided for visually signaling an activated call diversion. A 
visual signaling, for eXample, via a Winking light-emitting 
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diode Which thus does not go unnoticed When the call 
diversion is activated, provides that the respective subscriber 
is reliably informed and this visual signaling can easily be 
realiZed With the customary circuits. 

[0009] The invention likewise relates to a subscriber sta 
tion having a call diversion activator for automatically 
activating a call diversion to a second subscriber station at 
prede?ned instants, in Which the subscriber station com 
prises a signaling device for signaling an activated call 
diversion to the second subscriber station and a manually 
operable call diversion deactivator. 

[0010] Furthermore, the invention relates to a method of 
activating and deactivating a call diversion from a ?rst to a 
second subscriber station, in Which the call diversion is 
automatically activated at prede?ned instants, an activated 
call diversion from the ?rst to the second subscriber station 
is signaled to a second subscriber by a signaling device of 
the ?rst subscriber station and the call diversion is manually 
deactivated by making a call diversion deactivator of the 
?rst subscriber station operative. 

[0011] These and other aspects of the invention Will be 
apparent from and elucidated With reference to the embodi 
ments described hereinafter. 

[0012] 
[0013] FIG. 1 shoWs a telecommunication system With a 
sWitching center, and 

[0014] FIG. 2 shoWs a telecommunication station of the 
telecommunication system shoWn in FIG. 1. 

In the draWings: 

[0015] FIG. 1 shoWs a telecommunication system With a 
sWitching center 1 and tWo subscriber stations 2 and 3 
coupled to the sWitching center. Further subscriber stations 
(not shoWn) are connected to the sWitching center 1, Which 
is shoWn by three dots. Three arroWs 4, 5 and 6 denote an 
activated call diversion from the subscriber station 2 to the 
subscriber station 3. The diversion of a call may be effected 
by the subscriber station 2. This corresponds to the signal 
?oW denoted by the arroWs. The diversion of a call may also 
be effected in the sWitching center 1 itself, Which is currently 
the case. The sWitching center 1 is preferably an ISDN 
telecommunication system. But the sWitching center 1 may, 
for eXample, also be part of a public telephone netWork. 

[0016] FIG. 2 shoWs the subscriber station (for eXample, 
ISDN telephone) 2 in detail. It comprises not only the 
customary keypad 7 With dialling keys (keys arranged in 4 
roWs and 3 columns), a plurality of function keys 8 to 11, 
Which can be programmed. An LCD display 12 and a 
light-emitting diode 13 are arranged as the display and 
signaling device, respectively. The subscriber station further 
includes a receiver 14. 

[0017] A call diversion can be activated by means of the 
keypad 7 by entering an activation code identifying an 
activation of the call diversion and thereafter entering the 
call number of the subscriber station to Which calls are to be 
transferred (for eXample, the subscriber station 3). Further 
more, the subscriber station 2 is arranged so that one or 
various instants at Which such a call diversion activation is 
automatically activated can be entered. For eXample, the 
instants may be determined by a speci?c time of day linked 
With speci?c days of the Week. An activation of the call 
diversion is effected by one of the function keys 8 to 11 
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normally programmed for this purpose, When the instants at 
Which a respective automatic activation of the call diversion 
is to take place, and also the subscriber station to Which calls 
are to be transferred, are ?xed. When a call diversion is 
activated, this is visually signaled (shoWn) to a subscriber by 
a light-emitting diode 13 Which thereto starts Winking. This 
avoids such a signaling of an activated call diversion being 
overlooked. Further possibilities for signaling an activated 
call diversion are the visual signaling by means of display 
12, or an acoustic signaling by means of a loudspeaker (not 
shoWn) of the subscriber station 2. A call diversion is 
deactivated When a deactivation code is dialled by means of 
the keypad or by depressing one of the function keys 8 to 11 
Which are normally programmed for this purpose. The call 
diversion deactivation provides a termination of the call 
diversion activation signaling (the light-emitting diode 13 
goes out). 

1. A telecommunication system comprising at least one 
sWitching center (1), a plurality of subscriber stations (2, 3) 
and a call diversion activator (7, 8-11) for automatically 
activating a call diversion from a ?rst subscriber station (2) 
to a second subscriber station (3) at prede?nable instants, 
characteriZed in that the ?rst subscriber station (2) includes 
a signaling device (13) for signaling an activated call 
diversion to the second subscriber station (3) and a manually 
operable call diversion deactivator (7, 8-11). 
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2. A telecommunication system as claimed in claim 1, 
characteriZed in that the signaling device (13) is provided for 
visually signaling an activated call diversion. 

3. A telecommunication system as claimed in claim 2, 
characteriZed in that a Winking light-emitting diode (13) is 
provided for the signaling. 

4. A subscriber station (2) including a call diversion 
activator (7, 8-11) for automatically activating a call diver 
sion to a second subscriber station (3) at prede?nable 
instants, characteriZed in that the subscriber station (2) 
includes a signaling device for signaling an activated call 
diversion to the second subscriber station (3) and in that the 
subscriber station (2) includes a manually operable call 
diversion deactivator (7, 8-11). 

5. Amethod of activating and deactivating a call diversion 
from a ?rst (2) to a second subscriber station (3), in Which 
the call diversion is automatically activated at prede?nable 
instants, characteriZed in that an activated call diversion 
from the ?rst (2) to the second subscriber station (3) is 
signaled by a signaling device (13) of the ?rst subscriber 
station (2) to a subscriber and in that the call diversion is 
manually deactivated by making a call diversion deactivator 
(7, 8-11) of the ?rst subscriber station (2) operative. 


